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(54) Bracket assembly for strain relief of optical fiber jumpers

(57) A abstract assembly (10) is provided for man-
aging and strain relieving jumpers (36) exiting an optical
hardware cabinet (12). The bracket (48) has a length
portion (50) and at least one fanning finger block (66)
mounted thereon to define a line of routing spaces (68)
for jumpers (36). The bracket (48) further has at least
one tie portion (80) located at an end of the length por-
tion (50) and extending laterally of the length portion de-
fining a free edge (82). The tie portion (80) defines holes

(84) suitable for threading a cable tie (96) therethrough.
The tie portion (80) is located relative to the fanning fin-
ger blocks (66) such that jumpers (36) routed through
the fanning fingers (70) can be gathered together over
the tie portion (80) and secured thereto with a cable tie
(96) threaded through one of the holes (84). The bracket
has a mounting portion (100) extending downward from
the bracket (48) to provide a clearance space to allow
for threading of a cable tie (96) through the hole (84).
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